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A nude Alicia Silverstone wrapped up in a pita? Oh, PETA ...
The PETA ad featuring Silverstone advocating vegetarianism
appeared on Texas TVs Wednesday. PETA chose Houston to
debut the 30-second ad because of how high it ranks among cities
with the worst eating habits, people.com reports.
The ad features Silverstone divulging how “going veg” has
helped her keep her sexy figure.
“Once I went vegan I lost the weight I wanted to lose,”
Silverstone said on PETA’s Web site. “Physically, the effect has
been amazing.”
Why, yes it has. Err ... not that we were looking.
The ad is set to appear in print too.
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Who needs street cred
when you’re Timbaland?
The rapper-producer
and
hitmaking
collaborator will appear
on the daytime soap “One Life to Live” on
Oct. 9, The Associated Press reports.
Timbaland and Keri Hilson will perform
the hit single “The Way I Are” from his new
album, according to the AP.
“This is a new experience for me, I am
looking forward to having a great time and
sharing my music,” he said.
We think Timbaland should stay awhile
and join a love triangle or something.

Debbie has paired our new High-Waisted
Hot Short with a Basic Bodysuit and Shiny
Stirrup Tights.

Retail Locations:
Evanston
950 Church St.
(847) 424-0063

Gold Coast
46 E. Walton St.
(312) 255-8360

Lakeview
3126 N. Broadway St.
(773) 248-6580

Lincoln Park
837 W. Armitage Ave.
(773) 880-9801

Wicker Park
1563 N. Milwaukee Ave.
(773) 235-6778
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number
of days
NBC’s prime-time
and late-night
programs will
be available for
download after
they are broadcast. The new service, called NBC
Direct, will begin
beta testing in
October.

Timba-cred
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As if Jessica Alba and George Clooney
needed more confidence-builders, now they’ve
topped Yahoo! Personals’ poll of most datable
single celebs.
“People find them physically appealing,” said
Susan Mernit, Yahoo! Personals’ online dating
expert. “It doesn’t hurt that they have both
maintained a clean reputation while living in
front of the cameras.”
The poll put Jennifer Aniston and Matthew
McConaughey in second place, according to
“Access Hollywood.” Others on the list included
Kanye West, Derek Jeter and Andy Roddick.
The ladies were Queen Latifah, Jessica Simpson
and “Top Chef” host Padma Lakshmi.
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challenge, engages in a verbal altercation, cries, trips
or if she is called “fierce.”
Points are lost if the contestant is eliminated or
lands in the bottom two in judging.
Team rosters can be changed weekly. Season 9 of
the model show premiered Wednesday.
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Move over, football. There’s a new fantasy sport in
town: “America’s Next Top Model.”
“Top Model” fans can log onto fafarazzi.com,
which runs fantasy celebrity leagues, and create a
team by choosing three model contestants.
A team earns points when a contestant wins a
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PETA strips again

Matthew McConaughey is bringing
the thunder.
The actor is taking over Owen Wilson’s role in “Tropic Thunder,” according to The Associated Press. Wilson
dropped out of the DreamWorks movie after an apparent suicide attempt last
month.
McConaughey (left) has an uncredited cameo in the movie, his publicist,
Nicole Perez, confirmed to the AP.
The comedy, starring Ben Stiller, Jack
Black and Robert Downey Jr., is filming in Hawaii. Sounds like a
perfect setting for the famously shirtless McConaughey to strut
his stuff.
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O.J. free, but
Britney’s song Cubs’ battle
charges carry is a hit, but
for 1st is off
serious time 3 is she? 36
the charts 16

